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Introduction

Let E be an elliptic curve (an abelian variety of dimension one) defined
over the rational number field Q. After Weil [9], we can define the conductor
of E. But, in general, it would be difficult to find all the curves of given
conductor. But it seems to be easier to find all the curves of given conductor
having Q-rational points of finite order >2.

In this paper we determine all the curves of prime power conductor which
have at least three rational points of finite order. There are only finitely many
such curves up to Q-isomorphism. They are listed in the table at the end of the
paper.

Since each of them has Q-rational points of finite order, we can take a special
cubic equation as a global minimal model for it. Further, since that curve has
a prime power conductor, the coefficients of that equation must be a solution of
a certain diophantine equation. Therefore, the determination of such curves is
reduced to elementary diophantine problems.

Some of them have no complex multiplication and non-integral invariants.
Let E be one of them and Q(En) be the field generated by the coordinates of the
^-division points of E over Q. Then we can determine the Galois group of Q{El)
over Q for all prime /.

1. Integrality of rational points of finite order

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q. A Weierstrass model for E over
Q is plane cubic equation of the form

( 1 ) y2+a1xy+azy-\-xz-\-ajc2+a4x+as = 0

with a.^Q, the zero of E being the point at infinity. We define auxiliary
quantities by
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& = «3 —4«6

@s = al—axa%a^a\a^ra2a\—4a2a6 .

The discriminant A is defined by

A = /3i/38-8/3*-27/3|+9/32/?4/36

and the invariant / is defined by

/=( /3i -24/3 4 )7A.

This model is minimal at a prime p if each a5 is integral at p, and ord^A) is
as small as possible. Since the ring Z of rational integers is a principal ideal
domain, it is easy to see that we can find a global minimal Weierstrass model for
E over Q, i.e., a cubic equation as above with each a.^Z, which is simultaneous-
ly minimal at all p. For a detailed discussion of minimal models of elliptic
curves, see Ndron [2]. It should be noted that the conductor N of E and the
discriminant A of the global minimal model for E have same prime divisors.

Lemma 1. Suppose that each a. is a rational integer in (1). If to=(xo, y0)
is a rational point on (1) of finite order m>2, then x0 and y0 are integers.

Proof. After the transformation

( ' 63y= y - 3

we get

(3 ) Y2+X3+AX+B = 0

where

A = 3(3al-l2a2y+2(62a2-3
2al)(3at-l2a2)+6iai-2

3-3ia1a3

B = (3flf-12a2)3+(62a2-32af)(3a?-12a2)2+66a6-24.36a|
+(6iai-2

33\a3) {3a\- \2a2).

Hence 331 A, 331B and AA3+21B*= -28-312A.
Let (Xo, Yo) be the transform of (x0, y0) by (2). Then by Theorem 22.1 of
Cassels [1] Xo and Yo are integers. Hence 62x0 and 63y0 are integers. By the
assumption we have Yo^0. So the tangent of (3) at (Xo. Yo) is

Y-Yo = -(3X2
0+A)(2Y0)-\X-X0).

Put {Xv y,) = — 2(X0, YJ, then X1 and Y1 are also integers, and we have

( 4 ) (3X$+Ayi(2Y0f = ~{
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Hence

( 5 )

First, we shall show that ord2(#0) and ord2(y0) are non-negative. If Xo is odd,
then A is odd by (5), so is av Hence 62x0 is even by (2). If Xo is even, then
A is even by (5), so is av Hence 62x0 is even by (2). In either case, we have
ord2(#0)> — 1. Multiplying (1) by 24, we see that 22y0 is integral at 2, hence
ord2(3>0)>— 2. Hence ord2(yl)^ — 3 by (1), i.e., ord2(%)> —1. This implies
ord2(#o)>— 2, i.e., ord2(#0)>0 and ord2(j>0)>0.

Next, we shall show that ord3(#0) and ord3(jy0) are non-negative. If we
suppose X 0 ^ 0 mod 3, then Y0$0 mod 3 by (3), hence Xo = — 1 mod 3. Hence
we have Xx = — 1 mod 3 by (4). Further we can easily see XO^XX by (4).
The points - (X o , Y0)-(X» Y±) and -(Xo, Y0)~(Xly -Y,) on (3) are also
integral. Hence, by the same reasoning as above, we have

Since XQ—X^O mod 3, we have

Yo- Yt= Yo+ Y,=0 mod 3 i.e. Y0=0 mod 3 ,

which is a contradiction. Hence X0 = 0 mod 3 i.e., ord3(#0)> — 1 by (2). By the
same method as above we have ord3(x0)>0 and ord3(j>0)>0. This completes
the proof of the lemma.

REMARK. Assumption being as in Lemma 1, we obtain the ^-coordinates of
2-division points on (1) as the roots of the equation

(a.x+a.f-^x'+a^+a.x+a,) = 0

Hence, if (x0, y0) is a rational point on (1) of order 2, then we have 2zx0^Z and
23y0€zZ. Moreover, if the other 2-division points, say (x1} yx) and {x2y y2), are
also rational points, then we have

• W 2 = — 0*6—«S/4).

Hence, at least one of them is an integral point.

Lemma 2. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a finite field k with q-
elements and N be the number of k-rational points of E.

Then we have

N= l-a+q,

where
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This is the "Riemann hypothesis" for elliptic curves.

2. Determination of curves of prime power conductor with Q
-rational points of finite order

In this section, we shall determine all the elliptic curves of prime power
conductor having at least three rational points of finite order. Since all the
curves of 2-power conductor have been determined in Ogg [3], we shall deal with
the curves of odd prime power conductor. So we shall always mean by p an odd
prime integer. Let Ebe such a curve and Fbe the group of rational points of
finite order on E. By Mordell-Weil theorem, F is a finite group. Let E(l) be
the reduction of E at a prime /. Since E has a good reduction at 2, E(2) is
also an elliptic curve defined over the field GF(2). Hence E(2) has at most five
Gi^(2)-rational points by Lemma 2. It is well-known that the reduction map of
F'mto the group of GF(2)-rational points on E(2) is a homomorphism and the
order of its kernel is 2-power. Therefore the order of jp'is 2X, 2x-3 or 2x-5.

As was shown in Ogg [3], we note that there is no curve with A = ± l .

Theorem 1. There are nine elliptic curves having rational points of order
3 and they have no rational point of order 2.

Proof. Let E be such a curve and (1) be a global minimal model of E.
By Lemma 1, we may assume that a6=0 and £=(0, 0) is a point of order 3, hence

a3 is not zero. Since 2(0,0)+(0,0)=0, we have

-aja^+az = 0 .

Hence aja3 is an integer. Put a4=a3a/, then

A = a |{ -8 (2<-a 1 ) 3 -

By A=±pm, we see that a3 is odd. Hence a1 is even. Hence by the trans-
formation y->y—(aJ2)x, we can take a1=0. Hence we get the global minimal
model of E of the form

( 6 ) y2+a3y+x3+a2x
2+a3a4x = 0

with

a.^Z

a\+a2 = 0, A = al(Sal-27a3) = ±pm , a3>0 .

(I) The case az=\

In this case, we have
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8*1-27 = (2aA-3)(4al+6a4+9) = ±pm

If 2^4—3=^1, then we get aA=\ or 2, curves 1, 2. Next we shall consider the
cases 2a4—3=±pn (n>0). If/>=t=3 we have a4=£0 mod/>, hence 4al+6a4+9=
(2a4—3)2+18a4=±l. This contradicts with a 4 eZ, Hence p=3. If n = l ,
then we get

2a4 = 3±3 , (2a4-3)2+18a4 = 9( l+3±3) = ± 3 m ' .

Hence we get <z4=0, the curve 3. If n=2, then we have

2aA = 3±9 , (2a4-3)2+18a4 = 27(3+l±3) = ± 3 m ' .

Hence we get a^=—3, the curve 4. If w>3, then we have

2a, = 3±3W , (2a4-3)2+18a4 = 32n+9(3±3n) = ±3m'.

But this is impossible.

(II) The case az=p

First, we shall consider the case/>=3. Then we have

If m'=0, then 8«1—34=±1. But this is impossible. Hence a4 is divisible by
3. Put tf4=3a/, then we have

Sa4'
s-3 = ±3m".

If m"=0, then 8a / 8 =3±l . This is impossible. Hence a/ is divisible by 3.
Put a/=3aA"y then we have

Hence we get «4=0, the curve 5.
Next, we shall consider the case p4= 3. If aA were divisible by/), we would have

But this is impossible. Hence 8at—27p==|=l, and we have

27p = Sal±l = (2«4

If 2a4±l is divisible hyp, then we get (2«4±l)2T6a4=±3, ±9 . This implies
2tf4± 1 = ± 3. But this contradicts with 2a4± 1 = 0 mod p. Hence 2a4± 1 is not
divisible by p. This implies 2a4=tl = ± 3 , ±9. We can easily see 2fl4=bl=9,
then we get curves 6,7.
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(III) The case a3=p2

First, we shall consider the case/)=t=3. If aA were divisible by/), we would have

8(aJpyp-27 = ±1 .

But this is impossible. Hence a4 is not divisible by p, i.e., 8al—27p2=±l.
Hence we get 27p2=8^=bl=(2a4±l){(2«4±l)2T6a4}. But we can easily see
by the same method as in (II) that this is impossible. So we suppose p= 3.
Then we have

Sal-35 = ±3m'.

It can be easily seen that m! is not zero. Put <z4=3a/. Then we have

8tf/3_32= ±3m".

If m"=0y then we get a / = l , the curve 8. If m">0, put «/=3a4
//, then we

have

Hence we get a/'=0, the curve 9.

(IV) The case tf3=/>* (n> 2)

If a4 is divisible by py then a2 is divisible by p2. But this implies that (6) is not
a minimal model. Hence we have 8«J—27p"=±l, i.e., 27p"=(2al±l)

a4}. If we suppose p=3, then we have

Hence we get (2aA±l)2::f6aA=±3. But this contradicts with #>3. Hence we
may assume/>#=3. Thenwehave2«4±l = ± 3 , ±9 or (2a4±l)2T6a4=±3, ±9.
But we can easily see that this also contradicts with zz>3.

Next, we shall show that E has no rational point of order 2. Suppose
(xo> JVo) be a rational point on (6) of order 2. Then x0 is a root of the equation
al-4(xl+a2x

2
0+aza4x0)=0, Put 2xQ=X0, then ZE+2a2Z0

2+4^4X0-2«i=0.
Hence XQ is an even integer. This implies that az is even. But this is a con-
tradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. There are only two elliptic curves which have three rational
points of order 2, and they have no other rational point of finite order except zero.

Proof. Let (1) be a global minimal model of such a curve, then by the
Remark we may assume as=a6=07 i.e.,

( 7 ) y*+(llxy+x*+a2x
2+atX = 0 ,
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then we have

( 8 ) A = al{(al-4a2f-2*a4} = ±p>» .

By the assumption, the equation (a1x)2—4(x3-\-aPx2-\-a4x)=0 has three rational
roots. Hence we get

{a\—4a2)
2—26a4 = r2 with some r^Q .

By (8) we get r=pn. Hence we have

( 9 ) 2*a4 = (al-4a2-p») (a\-4a2+p»).

If we replace y by y-\-ax9 then ax is replaced by a^-\-2a. By (8) we see that ax

is odd, so we can take ax to be an arbitrary odd integer.

(I) The case n=0

We get A=al and 2Qa4=(a\—4a2— l)(a\—4tf2+l), hence we have

al-4a2+l = ±32p"+2 =

If we suppose a > 0 , then we get ±16p+l = ± l - But this is impossible.
Hence, by ±16+1 = ±/>P> we get^>=17. Then we get the curve 10 by taking

(II) The case «=1

First, we shall consider the case p = 1 mod 4, then by (9) we have

a\-4a2-p = ±32p»
a\-\a2 + p = ±32p«+2p -

If a=0, then ±16+ d f=± l - Hence we get p= 17 and aA= — 1 by taking ^ = 1 .
But we can easily see that this curve is isomorphic to the curve 10 over Q. If
a=ly then ± 1 6 + 1 = ^ . Hence we get p=l7, the curve 11 by taking ax—\.
If a>2, then ±l6p*~1+l= ± 1. But this is impossible.
Next, we shall consider the case^> = 3 mod 4, then by (9) we have

a\-\a2-p = ±2p»

al-4a2+p = ±2p«+2p = ±32p? .

By the same method as above, we obtain a=2 and p=\7. But this contradicts
with p = 3 mod 4.

(Ill) The case

Put aA=±p*. If a > 3 , then by (9) a\-4a2=b mod ^)2. We may assume ax = 0
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mod/), hence a2=0 mod/)2. Therefore by (9) a4=0 mod/)4. But these imply
that (7) is not a minimal model. Hence we get 0 < a < 2 . If we suppose a=0>
then by (9) we get

±26 = (a\-\c2-p*)(a\-Aa2+pn).

If/) = 3 mod 4 and n is odd, then we get

a\-4a2-p
n = ±2

al-4a2+p» = ±2+2/)" = ±32 .

Hence we get 2pw=±32±2. But this contradicts with «>2. If p=l mod 4
or n is even, then we get

a\-\a2-p
n = ±32

a\-4a2+pn = ±32 + 2/)" = ± 2

Hence we get 2pn = ± 32 ± 2. But this also contradicts with « > 2. If we suppose
a>l, then by (9) we get ±26p*=(a\—4a2— pn){a\—4a2+pn). Hence we have
#i—4*72=0 mod/), and we may assume a = 2 . If/) = 1 mod 4 or n is even, then
we gei:

al-4a2-p
n= ±32/)

= ±32/)+2/)n = ±2/).

Hence we get n—2, p=\7, «2=64, and «4= —172 by taking a1=\. But we can
easily see that this curve is isomorphic to the the curve 11 over Q. If p = 3
mod 4 and TZ is odd, then we get

al-4a2-p
n= ±2p

al-4a2+pn= ±32/).

This impliesp=\7. But this is a contradiction.
Since these curves have a good reduction at/) forp—3 and/)—5, the latter

half of Theorem is obvious by Lemma 2.

Theorem 3. There are three elliptic curves which have rational points of
order 4. Each of them has only four rational points of finite order.

Proof. Let E be such a curve and (1) be a global minimal model of E, then
by Lemma 1 we may assume that tf 6=0 and t = (0, 0) is a point of order 4. Hence
tf3=f=0. Moreover, after the transformation y->— y (if necessary), we assume
a3>0. Put —2t=(xoy y0). Then we have

(-aja3)
2+a,(-aja3)+a2 = —x0
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Since (x0, y0) is a point of order 2, we get

2yo+a1xo+a3 = 0 .

Hence

-\-a2}-\-a3 = 0 .

This shows that 2aja3 is an integer. Put

(10) 2a, = a3a[ ,

then

(11) (a/~a1)(a4
/2-2a1a/+4a2)+4a3 = 0 .

Put

(12)
*4 — " l

a/2-2fl1a4'+4«2 = /3 ,
then

(13) a/3+4a3 = 0

(14) a\~Aa2 = a 2 - / ? .

Hence we get

A = a§{(a2-£

(I) The case 0/ is even

By (12), /3 is divisible by 4. Put /3=4j8', then we have

First, we shall consider the cases fi'= ± 1, then by (13) we get a3= ±a. Hence

A = ai(a§±16)= ±pm.

If az is divisible by ̂ >, then a\ ± 16— ± 1. But this is impossible. Hence a3= ± 1.
Therefore we may assume a3=l and ^ = 1 . Hence we get the curve 12. Next,
we shall consider the cases /3/=±pn wî h n>0. If a = ± l , then by (13)
fi'= =F«3. Hence we get A=a$(l =F 16a3), so 1 =F 16«3= ± 1 . But this is impos-
sible. Hence we may assume a = 0 mod p and ^ = 0 mod p} then by (12) we
have tf/ = 0 mod >̂. If /3' is divisible by p2, then by (12) we see that a2 is divi-
sible by p2. Hence we get a3 = 0 mod pz by (13) and a4=0 mod jp4 by (10). But
this contradicts with the fact that (1) is a minimal model of E. Hence we get
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/3'= ±p and a = 0 mod py so

A = alp2(a2±l6p) = ±pm.

By (13) we may put a=±pm' with m'>0, then we get p2tn'-1±l6=±li so
p=l7, the curve 13 by taking a1=17.

(II) The case a/ is odd

By (10), (12), (13), we see that a3 is even and a is divisible by 8. Put a3=2a3'
and a~Sa\ then we have

A = a3
/2f32(l6a/2+/3) = ±pm.

First, we shall consider the cases /3= ± 1. By looking at (14) modulo 4 we have
/5= — 1, then by (13) a'=a3'. Hence we have

A = a3'\l6a3'
2-1) = ±pm.

Therefore a3 is not divisible by^>, so we assume a3=l. But this is impossible.
Next, we shall consider the case fi = 0 modp. If a ' = ± l , then /3==q=a3

/.
Hence we have

A = ^ £ ( 1 6 * 0 = ±PM-

Hence we get a3=p=\ly the curve 14. If a! is divisible by />, then we may
assume that /3 is not divisible by p2. For if j3 is divisible by p2, then we get
a/ = 0 mod/) by (12), a2=0 modp2 by (12), a 3 = 0 m o d / b y (13) anda4=Omod
p* by (10) by taking a1=p. But this contradicts with the fact that (1) is a mini-
mal model of E. Hence we have /3= ±p and A=-p2a3

f\l6pmf ±p) with m r>2.
Hence we have

^ - ^ 1 = 1.

But this is impossible.
The latter half of Theorem 3 is immediate by the same reasoning as in the

proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. There are only two elliptic curves which have rational points of
order 5, and then they have no rational point of order 2.

Proof. Let E be such a curve and (1) be a global minimal model of E.
By the lemma 1 we may assume a6—0 and £=(0, 0) be a point on (1) of order 5.
Hence a3^0 and — j=(0, — a3). Put — 2t=(xo> yQ)y then x0 a n d ^ are integers,
and we have

{-aja3)
2+a1(-aja3)+a2 = ~x0.

Hence aja3 is an integer. Put a4=a3a/> then we have
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A = tf§{(a?-4tf2)
2(tf/2-^/+^

= ±pm.

Put 2t=(xQy yQ% then a1x0+a3=—(yQ+y0
/). Let E(2) be the reduction of E at

2, then E{2) has just five Gir(2)-rational points and they are the reductions of
{n*|n=l, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Since *mod 2=(0, 0) and — * mod 2=(0, 1), we have
either It mod 2=(1, 0), -It mod 2=(1, 1) or It mod 2=(1, 1), -It mod 2=
(1, 0). In either case, we get yo+yo' = l mod 2, i.e., 0 ^ + 0 3 = 1 mod 2. Since
a3 and x0 are odd, d̂  must be even. Hence we may assume ax=0. Hence
we can assume that

(15) y2+a3y+x3+a2x
2+a3a4x = 0

is a global minimal model of E\ and we have

A = al{l6a2
2(a2+al)-64a3al-27al-72a2a3a4} ,

and *=(0, 0), -t = (0, -a3), ~2t = (-(a2+al)f a4(a2+al)).
After a suitable translation, if necessary, we may assume that a3 and a2-\-a\ are
positive. By the assumption, the tangent of E at the point —2t intersects E at
the point —t. Hence we get

By the same reasoning as before this is an integer. Hence a2-\-a\ divides a3. Put
)> then we have by (16)

^ + a 3 = 3{a2+al)-2a2+a3'a4

2a4+a3'
Hence

(17) a2+al = a3\2a4+a3
f).

First we shall consider the case az'=\. By (17), a2+al=2aA+l=az, hence we
get

2a4=a3-l

4a2 = 4a3-(2a4)
2 = -al+6a3~l ,

and consequently

A = ^{(-a l+6a3- l ) 2 a3-8a 3 (a3- l ) 3 -27^-9^3- l ) ( -^+6a3- l )}
= al(al-lla3-l)= ±pm.

Therefore we have a3= 1 or a\— 11«3— 1 = ± 1. Hence we get a3= 1,11, curves
15, 16. Next, we shall consider the case ad'=pn' with fl'X). Then by (17) we
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have a3=(a2-\-al)a3==a3
/2(2a4-\-a3

/). If we suppose 2a4-\-a3=0 mod py then
a4=0 mod p. Hence by (17) we get a3=0 mod p3 and a2=0 mod p2. But this
contradicts with the fact that (15) is a minimal model of E. Hence we get
2a4-\-a3=\, i.e., a3'

2=a3 and a2-\-a\=a3, so

2a4=-a3'+l

Hence we have

A = a3'\(-a3'
2+6a3'-iya3'-8a3'X-a3'+iy-27a3'

4^

= *,/B(-*8
/2-lW+l)== ±pm.

Therefore we have —a3
/2—lla3+l=±l. So a3'= — ll. But this contradicts

witha3 '>0.
The latter half of Theorem 4 is immediate by the same reasoning as in the

proof of Theorem 1.

3. Determination of the Galois group

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q. For a prime number /, put

Let Q(Et) be the field generated by the coordinates of the points of Et. then the
field Q(Et) is a normal extension of Q of finite degree. Put

Taking a basis {tly t2} of Ely we get a faithful representation Rl of the group G,

inGL(2, Z/IZ);

for any a^G{.

If the invariant of E is not an integer, then it is known that Gt is isomorphic to
GL(2, ZjlZ) for almost all / (see the theorem of Serre [4] IV-20). Moreover
in some cases, following Serre [4] IV-20, we can determine the (finite) set of /'s
with Rl(Gl)^FGL{2, ZjlZ).

Lemma 3. If Ri{Gt) satisfies the next three conditions a), b), c), then
R^G,) is equal to GL(2, ZjlZ).

a) dtt Rt(G l)=(ZjlZ)x.

b) Ri(Gj) contatins the element ( A i ) with respect to a suitable basis of Ef.
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c) Et is irreducible as Grmodule.

Proof. See the lemma 2 of Serre [4] IV-20.

Theorem 5. Let E be one of the curves 1, 2, 6 7, 10, 11,12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
in the table at the end of the paper. If E has a Q-rationalpoint of order l0 (lo=2, 3,
or 5), then Rl(Gl)=GL(2y ZflZ)for every prime /4=/0.

Proof. We shall consider the case where E is the curve 16. This is the case
dealt with in Shimura [6]. In this case we have

E: y?+Uy+xs-l4x2+55x = 0
r 212«313»11~5

Let / be a prime number not equal to 5, then R^Gj) satisfies the condition b) of
Lemma 3 by the lemma 1 of Serre [4] IV-20. The condition a) is equivalent to
the fact that Q{Ej) contains a primitive /-th root of unity, which is well-known.
We shall show that the condition c) is satisfied for such /. Assume this is not the
case. Then taking a suitable basis {tly t2}, we have

Put

E' = El A ,

then E1 is an elliptic curve defined over Q and has rational points of order 5.
Let X be the canonical isogeny of degree / from E to E'', then E' is not isomor-
phic to E, because E has no complex multiplication. By Serre-Tate [5], Ef has
a conductor of 11-power. Hence Ef must be the curve 15. By Vdlu [7], we
see that there i9 an isogeny \r of degree 5 from the curve 15 to Ey i.e., we get

aid r iii •" > tit .

Then X ro\ is an endomorphism of E and its degree is 5/. But this is impossible
since E has no complex multiplication.

By Velu [7], E5 is completely reducible as G5-module. This shows that
i?5(G5) is isomorphic to (Z/5Z)X and Q(E5)=Q(e2*i/5).

For the other curves we can prove the theorem by the same method as
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1

2
3

4

5
6
7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

ax

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

1

1

1

17
1

0

0

as

1
1

1

1

3

19
37

9

9

0

0

1

173

34

1

11

a2

- 1

- 4
0

- 9

0
- 1 6

- 2 5

- 9

0

- 8
- 1 4 0

1

- 1 7

- 2 0

1

- 1 4

TABLE /

a,

1

2

0

- 3

0

76

185

27
0

17
173

0

173

153

0

55

A

- 1 9

37
- 3 3

- 3 5

- 3 7

- 1 9 3

373

- 3 9

- 3 1 1

I72

178

17

177

- 1 7 4

- 1 1
- I I 5

+ axxy

N

19

37
33

33

35

19

37

33

35

17
172

17
I72

17

11

11

+a3y+x3+a2x
2+c

J
215.19-1

215.53.37-1

0
-2i5.3.53

0
_218.73.19-3

215.53.73.37-3

0

0

33.73.133.17-2

33.73.133.17-2

33-ll3.17-i
33.113.17-i

-3 3- l l 3 .17- 4

-212.II-1

—212.313.ll-5

i4x=0

type of F

a cyclic group of order 3
»

»
n

»

(2, 2)-type
»

a cyclic group of order 4

»

a cyclic group of order 5

There are some isogenies connecting these curves, which are easily computed
by the method of V6lu [8]. Let Eq be the curve q on the table, then we obtain
the isogenies of degree 2

E12~E10 = £ r l 2/<(-l, 0)>, EU~E10 = J?14/<(—, —
V 4 8

E13~En = E13K(l7, -17)> ,

the isogenies of degree 3

E^E6 = J&7<(0, 0)>, E2~E7 = E2K(0y 0)>,

the isogeny of degree 4

and the isogeny of degree 5

E15~E16 = E15K(0f 0)> .

REMARK. There are some other isogenies of degree 3 among the curves E*,
E4, E5, Es

y E9. But we exclude them, since we have no need for them to com-
plete the proof of the theorem 5.

OSAKA UNIVERSITY
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